UNLOCK STUDENT
MATH SUCCESS
With MathKEYmatics!
Finally a mathematics assessment tool designed by
teachers for teachers. This easy-to-use software
provides real-time data, that is always state
standards-aligned, and gives educators explicit
insight regarding common misconceptions.

EQUIP
SCHOOLS
Guaranteed state standard content
Insight regarding common
misconceptions
Value priced
Turnkey accounts already student
rostered
Ability to easily create common
assessments that are standards
based across a grade level

Contact Us

SUPPORT

EMPOWER

TEACHERS

STUDENTS

Simplify Instruction load rather than
add to It

Individual student reports measure
students' mastery on each
standard

Easily identify where students need
intervention, remediation or
acceleration
Access to formative data allows
educators to plan and tailor instruction
to student and classroom needs
Group students by progress toward
mastery of each standard

855-NTN-MATH

Feedback to understand their
misconceptions
Immediate actionable data
Individualized practice
assignments to address unfinished
learning

www.ntnmath.com/mathkeymatics

THE TOOL WITH MORE
EASILY CREATE FORMATIVE OR SUMMATIVE
ASSESSMENTS YEAR ROUND.
Teaching is fueled by immediate information.
This allows teachers to spot gaps and plan the
next steps in learning. MathKEYmatics provides
real-time information that can be used in
conjunction with other assessment programs, or
independently.
Easy to read reports give educators what they need
quickly. All assessments can be customized for grade
level, class, and student. The shared assessment
feature allows teachers to easily collaborate.
Common student misconceptions are highlighted,
equipping teachers with information to provide
accurate understanding.

OUR DIFFERENCE

My leadership team worked
closely with NTN on a plethora of
high leverage areas: customized
teacher development, curriculum
mapping, data analysis, and
deepening students' learning
through problem-solving. NTN
was a true partner and an
integral force behind the success
of my students.
- Principal, Brooklyn, NY

About NTN Math
For over 25 years, the National Training Network (NTN) has specialized in providing
professional development, coaching, written math curriculum, and assessments. As
former educators, the NTN team is made up of people that understand the needs of
teachers and students.
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